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Abstract. Many studies for secure computation using shared data on the cloud system
are made to avoid secure risks being abused or leaked and to reduce computing cost. The
secure multiparty computation (SMC) is one of these methods. There are two methods for
constructing a machine learning (ML) based on SMC. One is a method of sharing learning
data into several subsets and learning at each server. The other method is to divide the
learning data itself and learn by using each server. In the latter, we have proposed
learning methods of BP, k-means and fuzzy inference about SMC so far. Further, we
proposed a learning method of SMC on Q-learning which is one of reinforcement learning
methods, and showed its effectiveness in the previous paper. Though Q-learning is a
learning method with excellent generalization ability, it is known that it takes much time
to learn. On the other hand, the profit sharing (PS) method is known to have a shorter
learning time than Q-learning. Therefore, it is desired that PS learning method for SMC
is superior in learning time to Q-learning method for SMC. In this paper, we propose PS
learning method on SMC and show its effectiveness.
Keywords: Cloud computing, Secure multiparty computation, Reinforcement learning

1. Introduction. Privacy preserving for machine learning and data mining on the cloud
system can be achieved in various methods by use of randomization techniques, crypto-
graphic algorithms, anonymization methods, etc. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. However, data encryption
system requires both encryption and decryption for requests of client or user, so its com-
plexity is very high. In the field of privacy preserving, the problem is the trade-off between
the security and the complexity of computation. As one of these studies, secure multi-
party computation (SMC) has been introduced [6, 7, 8, 9]. The purpose of SMC is to
allow servers to carry out distributed computing tasks in secure way. Most of the works
in SMC are developed on applying the model of SMC on different data distributions such
as vertically, horizontally and arbitrarily partitioned data [6, 7]. They are methods that
each server performs its processing for the subset of data. However, they need a large
number of servers in order to keep privacy and security. Therefore, SMC systems sharing
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data itself to each server attract attention and some studies with them have been done
[10, 11]. In Miyajima et al. [12, 13, 14], learning methods for SMC of BP and VQ (Vec-
tor Quantization) methods have been proposed and the effectiveness of them has been
shown. Further, Q-learning which is one of reinforcement learning methods for SMC has
been proposed in the previous paper [14]. It is known that PS learning is faster in learning
time than Q-learning [16, 17].

In this paper, a learning method for PS which is one of reinforcement learning methods
for SMC is proposed and it is shown that the learning time and accuracy of the proposed
method are almost the same as the conventional PS learning and the proposed method
is superior in learning time than Q-learning method in numerical simulations. In Section
2, cloud computing system, related works on SMC and a secure data sharing mechanism
used in this paper are explained. Further, the conventional PS method is introduced. In
Section 3, PS method for SMC is proposed. In Section 4, numerical simulations for a
maze problem are performed to show the performance of the proposed method. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminary.

2.1. Cloud system and related works with SMC. The system used in this paper
is composed of a client and m servers connected directly to the client. Each data is
divided into m pieces of numbers and is sent to each server (See Figure 1). Each server
performs own computation and sends computation results to the client. The client can
get the result using them. If the result is not obtained in one processing, then the plural
processing is repeated.

Figure 1. A cloud system

Let us explain about conventional works with them. Three types of methods for par-
titioning data to be securely shared are well known [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. They are horizontal,
vertical and arbitrary partitioning methods. In the following, the horizontal method is
only explained by using a data example of students’ marks shown in Table 1. In Table 1,
a and b are original data (marks) and ID is the identifier of students. The assumed task
is to calculate the average of the data. The horizontal partitioning method assigns the
horizontally partitioned data to servers as follows:
Server 1: data for ID = 1, 2, 3.
Server 2: data for ID = 4, 5, 6.

In the method, Server 1 computes two averages for subjects A and B as (28+33+24)/3
and (37 + 22 + 45)/3, respectively. Likewise, Server 2 computes two averages for subjects
A and B as (47 + 36 + 31)/3 and (49 + 50 + 17)/3, respectively. Servers 1 and 2 send the
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Table 1. Concept of horizontally and vertically partitioned methods com-
posed of one client and two servers

Table 2. Data for Server 1, Server 2 and Server 3

Additional form
ID subject A subject B a b

a b r1 r2 a1 a2 a3 b1 b2 b3

1 8 14 5 4 4 3.2 0.8 7 5.6 1.4
2 25 12 5 3 12.5 7.5 5 6 3.6 2.4
3 39 29 −5 2 −19.5 7.8 50.7 −14.5 5.8 37.7

sum 72 55 −3 18.5 56.5 −1.5 15 41.5
average 24 18.3 −1 6.2 18.8 −0.5 3 13.8

calculated averages to the client and the client obtains the averages of subjects A and B as
33.2 and 36.7, respectively. Since each server cannot know half of the dataset, the method
preserves privacy (See Table 1). The second method, the vertical partitioning method, can
calculate two averages using data of subjects. The third method, the arbitrary partitioning
method, horizontally and vertically splits the dataset into multiple parts, and the method
assigns the split parts to the servers. See [14] about vertical and arbitrary partitioning
methods. For any of the above mentioned methods, if the number of servers is fewer, that
is, the size of a partitioned data is larger, a server may more easily guess the feature of
all the data from its own subset of data. Therefore, the methods need a large number of
servers in order to keep privacy and security. On the other hand, the method to dividing
(sharing) data itself seems to keep them by a small number of servers.

Let us explain secure shared data used in the proposed method [11, 12, 13, 14]. In Table
2, a, b and ID are original data (marks) and the identifier. The assumed task is to calculate
the average of the data. Let m = 3. Two numbers a and b are shared into three real
numbers as a = a1 + a2 + a3 and b = b1 + b2 + b3 in addition form, where a1 = a(r1/10),
a2 = a(r2/10) and a3 = a(1 − r1/10 − r2/10), and b1 = b(r1/10), b2 = b(r2/10) and
b3 = b(1 − r1/10 − r2/10), and −9 ≤ r1, r2 ≤ 9, r1 ̸= 1 and r2 ̸= 1. For example, a1,
a2 and a3 for ID = 1 are computed as a1 = 8 × (5/10) = 4, a2 = 8 × (4/10) = 3.2 and
a3 = 8 × (1 − 5/10 − 4/10) = 0.8, respectively. Note that Server 1, Server 2 and Server
3 have all the data in column-wise of a1 and b1, a2 and b2, and a3 and b3 for each ID as
shown in Table 2, respectively.
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Server 1, Server 2 and Server 3 compute each sum of a1, a2 and a3, respectively. In
this case, each sum in column-wise for a1, a2 and a3 is −3, 18.5 and 56.5, respectively.
As a result, the total sum 72 and the average 24 are obtained from −3 + 18.5 + 56.5
and −1 + 6.2 + 18.8, respectively. Remark that each data for secure randomized and the
method does not need to use complex encrypted or decrypted data.

2.2. Profit sharing method. Profit sharing (PS) is a reinforcement learning technique
for the exploitation type [15, 16, 17]. It can be used to find an optimal action-selection
policy for a given problem. In solving problems using PS, it is determined how the agent
selects an action at any state. It is performed by learning an action-value (PS-value)
function that gives the expected utility of taking the action for the current state. A PS-
value function is defined as a function PS: S × A → R, where S, A and R are sets of
states, actions and real numbers, respectively. First, let all PS-values be random. Then
each action for a state is selected randomly. If a solution for the problem is obtained (it
is called an episode), PS-values are updated based on the updated formula. In this case,
there are some methods to select action randomly. In this paper, the roulette selection is
used as shown later.

In the first part of PS learning, the action for the state is selected randomly and the
action becomes decidable as learning steps proceed. Let Zl = {1, 2, . . ., l} and Z∗

l =
{0, 1, . . ., l}. In learning steps, PS-value function is updated as

PS
(
si(l), aj(l)

)
← PS

(
si(l), aj(l)

)
+ rγlf−l (1)

for l ∈ Z∗
lf

, where r and γ are the reward and discount rate, respectively. l is time step

for the episode and si(l) and aj(l) are the state and action on time step l, respectively.
The time step lf means the time when one episode finished. Equation (1) means that all
PS-values passed during the episode are updated after an episode finished, that is, the
agent reached the goal state from the start state. The conventional algorithm for profit
sharing is shown as follows [16, 17].
[Profit Sharing Algorithm]

l: time step for one episode, t: learning time.
si(l): the current state at learning step l for one episode.
s0: the initial state, sf : the goal (target) state.
si(l+1): the state after performing the action aj(l) at the state si(l)

PS(s, a): PS-value for the state s ∈ S and the action a ∈ A.
tmax: the maximum number of learning time.

Step 1 Let r and γ be reward and discount rate. All PS(s, a) are set randomly for s ∈ S
and a ∈ A. Let t = 0.
Step 2 Let l = 0 and i(l) = 0, that is si(l) = s0.

Step 3 The action a at the state si(l) is selected based on the following R
(
si(l), a

)
(called

the roulette selection) as follows:

R
(
si(l), a

)
=

PS
(
si(l), a

)∑
b∈A PS

(
si(l), b

) (2)

Let aj(l) be the selected action based on Equation (2).
Step 4 Let si(l+1) be the state after performing the action aj(l) at the state si(l). If
si(l+1) ̸= sf and si(l+1) is permissible (movable), then go to Step 5; else go to Step 3 to
select another action.
Step 5 If si(l+1) = sf , then go to Step 6; else go to Step 3 with l← l + 1.

Step 6 Let lf ← l. Each of PS-values PS
(
si(l), aj(l)

)
for l ∈ Z∗

lf
is updated as follows:

PS
(
si(l), aj(l)

)
← PS

(
si(l), aj(l)

)
+ rγlf−l (3)
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Step 7 If t = tmax, then the algorithm terminates; else go to Step 2 with t← t + 1.

3. Profit Sharing for Secure Multiparty Computation. In PS learning on cloud
system, PS-values are shared to each server in addition form. Each server updates shared
PS-values and sends the result to the client. The client can get new PS-values by adding
data of m servers. The process is iterated until the evaluating value for the problem
satisfies the final condition. The problem is how PS-values on the client are updated
using PS-values shared on each server. The shared PS-values to each server are given as
follows:

PS(s, a) =
m∑

k=1

PSk(s, a) for s ∈ S and a ∈ A (4)

See [14] about the detailed meaning of SMC for reinforcement learning.

Table 3. The method M1 of profit sharing for SMC

Client k-th Server (1 ≤ k ≤ m)

Initialization Let t = 0. The numbers r and γ are given.

Step 1 Let l = 0 and si(l) = s0. PSk (si, aj) is set randomly.

Step 2 Send the state si(l) to each server.

Step 3 Send PSk
(
si(l), aj

)
for

aj ∈ A to the client.

Step 4 Calculate R
(
si(l), a

)
=∑m

k=1 PSk
(
si(l), a

)∑
b∈A

∑m
k=1 PSk

(
si(l), b

) for a ∈ A

and select aj(l) based on the

roulette selection (Equation (2)).

Let si(l+1) be the next state for

the action aj(l) and the state si(l).

Step 5 If si(l+1) = sf then go to Step 6 else if

si(l+1) is permissible (movable), then

go to Step 2 with l← l + 1 else go to

Step 4 to select another action.

Step 6 Let lf = l. Let L =
{
(i(l), j(l))

for si(l) and aj(l)|l ∈ Z∗
lf

}
and∑m

k=1 εk = 1. Send the set L and

εk for k ∈ Zm to each server.

Step 7 Each of PS-values is updated

as follows: PSk (si, aj)←
PSk (si, aj) + εkrγ

lf−l

for (i(l), j(l)) ∈ L.

Step 8 If t ̸= tmax else go to Step 1 with

t← t + 1 else the algorithm terminates

and PS (si, aj) =
∑m

k=1 PSk (si, aj)

for si ∈ S and aj ∈ A.
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The proposed method is that updating of PS-values is performed in each server as
shown in Table 3. Each of initial values of client and servers is set in Steps 1, 2, and 3. In
Step 4, the current PS-value PS

(
si(l), a

)
for the client is computed from PS-values of each

server and the action aj(l) is selected based on the roulette selection. Further, the next
state si(l+1) is determined from si(l) and aj(l). In Step 5, if si(l) ̸= sf and si(l) is permissible
(movable), then Steps 2 to 4 are iterated; else new action and state are selected. In Step
6, the set of PS-values for actions of initial to goal states selected in an episode is defined
as L and real numbers εk for k ∈ Zm are defined. In Step 7, each PS-value PSk(si, aj)
for the set L in each server is updated using L and εk. In Step 8, it is checked if the final
condition is satisfied. If the final condition is not satisfied, the next episode is iterated.

The proposed method of Table 3 is called the method M1.
The problem of the method M1 is that there is the possibility that some servers know

secure computation. In order to improve it, a method with dummy updating is proposed.
In the method M1, Steps 6 and 7 of Table 3 are changed as follows.

Step 6 (Client) Let lf = l. Let L =
{

(i(l), j(l)) si(l) and aj(l)|l ∈ Z∗
lf

}
. Let

m∑
k=1

Ok(s, a) =

{
1 ((i(l), j(l)) ∈ L) (A)

0 (otherwise) (B)
(5)

and send them to each server.
Step 7 (k-th Server)

PSk(s, a)← PSk(s, a) + Ok(s, a)rγlf−l (6)

for s ∈ S and a ∈ A.
Remark that from two conditions of Equation (5), the PS-value for the set L is only

updated and each server cannot know which PS-value is updated. The improved M1
method is called the method M2.

4. Numerical Simulations for the Proposed Algorithm. The problem is to find the
shortest path of Figure 2 known as Sutton’s maze problem [15]. In Figure 2, the agent
cannot go to black and outer areas and the agent iterates to move from the start to goal
areas based on each algorithm. The simulation conditions are as follows.
1) The agent can move to four directions at each area (state) except black and border
areas.
2) If the agent selects to move to wall or outer area, the agent ignores the selection and
reselects a new movement. It is not counted in the number of trials.
3) If the agent arrives at the goal area in the maximum number of learning time, the

Figure 2. Sutton’s maze problem
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agent starts the new trial.
4) Let tmax = 10000, r = 10, α = 0.5, γ = 0.92, and m = 10. Twenty trials for learning
and test are performed for each algorithm. These constants are selected as the optimum
numbers in pre-simulations. The number m = 10 is selected as the large number of
servers.
5) In the test simulation, experiments are carried out with all places except for black
areas as the starting points. The result is evaluated as the number of success trials and
the sum of movement distance from each starting point.

Figure 3 shows the efficiency graph (of the learning result). The graph represents the
number of times of movement (abbreviated as No. movement) to the learning time. In
Figure 3, PS, PS-M1 (m = 10), PS-M2 (m = 10), QL-M1 (m = 10) and QL-M2 (m = 10)
mean the conventional PS algorithm and the methods M1 and M2 with m = 10 for
PS learning and Q-learning, respectively. See [14] about Q-learning methods for SMC.
As shown in Figure 3(a), all the results of the proposed methods are almost the same
as the conventional case. Further, as shown in Figure 3(b), it is also shown that the
proposed methods M1 and M2 are faster than the methods M1 and M2 for SMC of Q-
learning. Table 4 shows the result of the test simulation. In Table 4, M.D. means the
average of movement distance from twenty trials. The symbol “−” in each columun means
that the agent cannot arrive at the goal state in the maximum number of learning time.
The proposed method shows almost the same results as the conventional one, where the
optimal number is 404. The optimum value 404 is calculated as the sum of the number
of steps of the shortest path to the goal with all states as the starting point. Further, the
same test trial was performed if the agent can arrive at the goal using PS-values of each
server. In this case, the agent could never arrive at the goal in the maximum number of
learning time (See Table 4). Figure 3 and Table 4 mean that the proposed methods using
shared data give almost the same results as the conventional case while keeping secret
computation.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Efficiency graphs for the conventional and proposed methods

Let us explain the features of the proposed methods and the meaning of simulations.
The proposed methods for PS learning with SMC have the following three features.
(1) The addition form is used for dividing each item of (learning) data.
(2) PS-values on each server do not become a solution to the problem.
(3) In addition, the proposed method with dummy updating can hide updated PS-values
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Table 4. The result of optimality of profit sharing for SMC

The conventional M1 for m = 10 M2 for m = 10
No.Suc. M.D. No.Suc. M.D. No.Suc. M.D.

The client 20 406.2 20 408.1 20 407.9
Server 1 0 − 0 −
Server 2 0 − 0 −
Server 3 0 − 0 −
Server 4 0 − 0 −
Server 5 0 − 0 −
Server 6 0 − 0 −
Server 7 0 − 0 −
Server 8 0 − 0 −
Server 9 0 − 0 −
Server 10 0 − 0 −

from each server. As a result, the client can only get the solution for the problem, but
each server cannot get it.

For each of the features, the meaning is discussed as follows.
(1) There are many forms to divide each item of (learning) data. The addition form, used
in this paper, is the most standard method. In the addition form, as shown in Section
2.1, the whole calculation can be replaced by partial calculation. This also holds for the
PS-value function. On the other hand, in the multiplication form used in [13], it does not
necessarily hold.
(2) It is impossible to get the solution to the problem only using the PS values of each
server, and only the client having all the information on PS-values can obtain the approx-
imate solution (See Table 4).
(3) As mentioned in this paper, for RL such as PS learning on SMC, if each server can
know the problem (information on start and goal in maze problem), the server can per-
form PS learning by itself. The server is possible to solve the problem. Therefore, it
is necessary to hide which state has been updated in learning steps of PS-values. The
proposed method with dummy updating is one method to realize it.

5. Conclusion. In this paper, PS learning method, one of RL for SMC on the cloud
system, was proposed and its effectiveness was shown in numerical simulation. In Section
2, cloud computing system, related works on SMC and a secure data sharing mechanism
used in this paper are explained. Further, the conventional PS method is introduced.
In Section 3, PS method for SMC is proposed. In Section 4, numerical simulations for a
maze problem are performed to show the performance of the proposed method. Important
points for RL algorithms are that explicit learning data are not used and the action is
selected based on PS-values. As a result, the results of the proposed methods were almost
the same as the conventional PS learning. Further, it was also shown that the proposed
methods M1 and M2 were faster in learning time than the methods M1 and M2 for SMC
of Q-learning. In the future works, the proposed method in an analog model for SMC
will be developed and will be applied to another problems.
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